LAKE LUCERNE
LUXURY HIDEAWAYS
Superior Resorts Lucerne - Lake Lucerne Region
Looking for something different? An experience to remember? Love unspoilt natural surroundings, lakes and mountains and a wealth of tradition? Are you also seeking a rich cultural experience with music, theatre and world-famous sights? And how about an exclusive shopping afternoon crowned by an exquisite dinner featuring local products? Fancy treating yourself to some wellness time in a unique ambience with all the privacy you need?

The Lucerne-Lake Lucerne Region offers all this and more for your holiday or business trip. Choose from seven first-class Luxury Hideaway hotels offering a unique blend of naturalness, superb hospitality, exclusivity and privacy. A quality of life that you can count on during your stay in the heart of Switzerland. Draw inspiration from our offerings and discover which of the 5-star establishments best meets your needs.

Welcome to the Lucerne - Lake Lucerne Region, the essence of Switzerland!
When it comes to access, Lucerne really is first class: the town is only 50 minutes from Zurich International Airport by road or rail, and Paris, Milan and Munich are no great distance, either. Lucerne, its region and exclusive hotels are well interconnected by train (mainline and mountain), boat, bus and aerial cableway. Getting around is not only easy, it’s also very pleasant – and there are countless day-trips and excursions to choose from during your stay.
Prime location in Lucerne
The festival hotel occupying a central location on Lake Lucerne close to the attractions of the Old Town and its exclusive shopping amenities.

Fascinating history and five generations of family tradition
101 recently renovated rooms and suites, each telling a story. The anecdotes feature personalities such as writers, actors and musicians and their visits to the Hotel Schweizerhof Luzern. Devotees of fine dining will appreciate the two à la carte gourmet restaurants, while the Schweizerhof Bar offers a programme of regular events for a richly rewarding stay. For holistic relaxation, the Schweizerhof Wellness & Beauty is well worth a visit. The Schweizerhof: a devotion to hospitality marked by a family tradition going back five generations.
On the waterfront with mountain views

The legendary hotel in the Empire style occupying a unique position on the shores of glorious Lake Lucerne.

Legendary culture of hospitality and stylish comfort

The exceptional setting of the Grand Hotel National on the banks of Lake Lucerne offers breathtaking views of the mountain panorama with the benefit of an enchanting lakeside promenade right on the doorstep. Harmoniously blending the tradition of the 19th century with up-to-the-minute amenities, its 41 rooms are individually and tastefully furnished in the Empire style. The pool floor benefits from a swimming pool, a sauna and a massage area for relaxation. The Restaurant National serves light French cuisine, newly interpreted: classic and exotic tendencies are brought together in refined style with a wealth of creativity and a love of top-quality local products.
Direct access to the lake

With its setting and glorious views of the lake and mountains, the Park Weggis exudes an aura of wellbeing.

Where hospitality meets devotion to service on Lake Lucerne

With its 52 exclusive rooms and suites, three restaurants, two bars and a multi-award-winning wine list, the 5-star Superior Resort, a paradise on the shores of Lake Lucerne, offers a blend of traditional elegance and contemporary flair: fresh, self-assured, exceptional. Thanks to the six timber and stone spa cottages and the Japanese garden with its ancient bonsai trees, guests of the Park Weggis can unwind away from the bustle of daily life. Aside from its private access to the lake complete with park and beach area, the hotel benefits from a luxurious heated outdoor pool. Offering a perfect blend of zest for life, pleasure and relaxation, the resort is a member of Relais & Châteaux and Swiss Deluxe Hotels.
Adjacent to the lake with a guarantee of privacy

The luxury oasis for all the senses on the banks of Lake Lucerne with views of the surrounding mountains.

Nostalgia and modernity in a magnificent setting in Vitznau

Offering luxury and comfort, the 47 residences and suites of the Park Hotel Vitznau are individually conceptualised to reflect one of three themes, Wine & Dine, Art & Culture and Health & Wealth, complemented by unique views of the lake and Mt. Rigi. Luxuriously appointed and featuring select materials, the exquisitely designed rooms – ideal for relaxing holidays, parties or meetings – boast a high degree of comfort as well as the latest in technical refinements. Enjoyment and relaxation are assured thanks to two gourmet restaurants and a wellness area for the exclusive use of the guests; this comprises various saunas, an ice grotto, a tepidarium, a heated outdoor swimming pool and a range of beauty and massage treatments.
Cross the placid waters of Lake Lucerne as you gaze on the surrounding mountains and villages and look forward to relaxing in your chosen hotel – now that’s enjoyment!

Just as fascinating as the charming town of Lucerne are its surroundings. The Lucerne-Lake Lucerne Region with its unique lake and mountains scenery offers unforgettable days out: where else will you find so much Switzerland in such a concentrated area? Unwind on a paddle steamer on Lake Lucerne and soak in the Mediterranean-like atmosphere of the Lucerne Riviera with its delightful little holiday resorts such as Weggis and Vitznau. Discover the region’s easily accessible mountains: the world’s steepest cogwheel railway takes you up the Pilatus, there’s always snow on the Titlis, the Rigi is a popular all-season destination for day-trippers, the Bürgenstock has Europe’s tallest outdoor lift, while the Stanserhorn is reached via the world’s first double-deck aerial cable car. The UNESCO Biosphere Entlebuch is famous for its pristine nature and wild, primordial landscapes.
914 metres above sea level

The exceptional boutique hotel set in beautiful natural surroundings and offering the right ambience for relaxing moments with breathtaking views.

High standard of quality and naturalness

First built in 1905, the 5-star Superior Villa Honegg is situated on the Bürgenstock and underwent a complete refurbishment in 2011. Offering discretion and personal space, the boutique hotel can be booked en bloc for exclusive use by a single group of guests; privacy and security are key to the concept. The devoted hosts adore the beautiful setting of their establishment; the cuisine focuses on serving local produce and the hospitality is heartfelt. The contemporary, versatile infrastructure caters for both holiday and business guests: the exclusive atmosphere, the attention to detail, the premium materials and the amazing views from each of the 23 rooms add up to make the Hotel Villa Honegg a unique proposition.
High above the lake

The extensive new resort set in breathtaking prealpine surroundings high above Lake Lucerne.

The incomparable resort with so much to offer

Emerging in the heart of Switzerland, 590 metres above Lake Lucerne, is a superlative venture: the Bürgenstock Resort features the Bürgenstock Hotel (5-star Superior), the Palace Hotel (4-star Superior), the Waldhotel – Healthy Living and 68 luxury Residence Suites benefiting from hotel services. Business guests will have access to 2200 m² of conferencing and banqueting facilities. No fewer than 12 restaurants and bars, the 10,000 m² Bürgenstock Alpine Spa and a selection of leisure and recreational activities set in breathtaking pre-Alpine surroundings complete the resort amenities on offer. The resort will be reachable by road, as well as by boat via the Bürgenstock funicular railway (an hourly shuttle boat service is planned between Lucerne and Kehrsiten, at the foot of the railway).

The resort opens in 2017.
In the heart of the Swiss Alps

The end of 2013 saw the opening of the 5-star Deluxe Hotel in the timelessly charming mountain village of Andermatt.

Swiss Alpine chic meets Asian zen

The design of The Chedi Andermatt is a blend of traditional alpine architecture and contemporary stylistic elements sourced from Asia. 105 rooms and suites, two premier restaurants and other culinary amenities ensure memorable moments. A particular highlight is the 2,400 m² The Spa, which features a 35-metre indoor pool surmounted by a glass roof through which the alpine backdrop may be admired. Guests staying here in the winter months receive the attentions of a Ski Butler devoted to providing the requisite ski equipment and a five-minute shuttle service between the hotel and the aerial cableway terminus. In the summer months, a Sports Butler organises the green fees for the golf course (just five minutes’ distance) or hiking excursions and cycle tours in the Alps.
The Lucerne-Lake Lucerne Region is the cradle of Switzerland. This is a place where ancient traditions are still cherished: the traditional carnival and other customs, age-old craftsmanship, remote hay-making and numerous examples of transhumance are just some of the many widespread traditions in the region. The urban centre of Lucerne is a fascinating contrast of the traditional and the modern: stroll through the pedestrianised streets and alleys of the well-maintained medieval Old Town, admire famous centuries-old attractions such as the Chapel Bridge and Water Tower, and submerge yourself in pure listening pleasure at the avant-garde KKL Luzern Culture and Convention Centre, an extravagant work by the Parisian architect Jean Nouvel.

WHERE TRADITION MEETS MODERNITY
Lucerne offers a fantastic blend of centuries-old sights and contemporary living

Your chosen hotel is also representative of contemporary Lucerne, living history and thrilling contrasts between traditional values and a modern lifestyle. Seek inspiration from the works of renowned architects and designers and choose the style that suits you best. On offer is a blend of far-eastern tradition and local natural materials, suites featuring the latest in technical equipment, first-class comfort behind heritage-protected facades, classic Empire-style furnishings, and much more. Or how about rooms featuring anecdotes about famous people who have occupied them in the past 150 years?
Culinary offerings contribute a great deal to the success of your holiday: the Lucerne-Lake Lucerne Region is noted for the variety of its gastronomy. Savour legendary first-class cuisine in your hotel or in the region’s numerous other restaurants. You’ll find traditional Swiss specialities alongside imaginatively presented gourmet fare from around the world. Whatever the establishment – cosy mountain guest house or chic restaurant – Lucerne’s creative and award-winning chefs demonstrate a deep passion for their craft. And let yourself be tempted by this fertile region’s cheeses, breadmaking, vegetables, fruit, fish and eau-de-vie. The essence of nature on a plate, as it were.

If you like your hotel too much to leave it, the top-ranking establishments presented here offer an endless array of gastronomic delights recognised by countless awards. Your hotel will be delighted to reserve a table for you and spoil you with its exquisite cuisine.
Relaxing and feeling good can be so simple. All you need is an oasis, an island far removed from the hustle and bustle of everyday life. A source of inspiration for all the senses. As it is, you start to unwind the moment you witness the magic of the enchanting lakes, magnificent mountains and the street life of the Lucerne-Lake Lucerne region. The heart of Switzerland is a mini-paradise. All you need do is take the plunge, experience nature and enjoy the variety on offer.

Weggis Wtonau Rigi – the oasis of wellbeing and a certified wellness destination – and the Rigi-Kaltbad Mineral Bath & Spa designed by Mario Botta are on hand to help you kick back and relax. The seven Luxury Hideaway hotels offer exquisite and tailored services as well as state-of-the-art amenities in the realms of classic and medical wellness. But that’s not all: the health-giving properties of our lake and mountain air, the array of summer and winter sporting opportunities, the outdoor Kneipp hydrotherapy facilities, the moderate climate and the superb quality of our local specialities will soon bring a glow to your cheeks and a smile to your spirit.
With its extensive range of museums, theatres and festivals, Lucerne ranks high when it comes to culture. It’s also Switzerland’s favourite festival town. Lucerne is home to a whole host of cultural and musical events. Lucerne’s passion for music enjoys a long tradition on scenic Lake Lucerne. It’s where world-famous musicians, conductors and orchestras meet. Jean Nouvel’s concert hall in the KKL Lucern, as famous for its phenomenal acoustics as for its exceptional architecture, is popular with audiences. The Lucerne Festivals – at Easter, in Summer and at the Piano – attract some 120,000 visitors annually. Plenty more come for other high-calibre musical events, including the Lucerne Blues Festival, the Blue Balls Festival and the World Band Festival. Brass band music, jazz, comic art, dance and theatre round out the cultural offering.

Lucerne is also a great place to shop. It may be small but it’s perfectly formed – and hugely enjoyable thanks to the relaxed atmosphere, the concentration of stores and boutiques in the pedestrianised Old Town and the many cafés and restaurants. The charming Old Town offers a great mixture of high quality shopping: typical Swiss products such as chocolate and local delicacies, exclusive watches from prestigious Swiss and other premium brands, fine jewellery and fashion. There’s also the fascination of open-air shopping in Lucerne: the weekly street markets are brimming with food, plants and handcrafted items.
GOOD TO KNOW

Lucerne - Lake Lucerne Region
More ideas for your stay and images of the region:

Lucerne | www.luzern.com
Weggis Vitznau Rigi | www.wvrt.ch
Andermatt | www.andermatt.ch

Excursions and activities
Boat and mountain excursions | www.luzern.com/excursions
Sport and recreation | www.luzern.com/sports-leisure

Customs and traditions
Sightseeing | www.luzern.com/sightseeing
Guided tours | www.luzern.com/citytours

Gastronomy and conferencing
Restaurant guide | www.luzern.com/restaurants
Meetings, seminars and congresses | www.luzern.com/meetings

Wellness and relaxation
Wellness and health | www.luzern.com/health-wellness
Lucerne Health | www.lucernehealth.com/en

Culture and nightlife
Top events and festivals | www.luzern.com/top-events
Lucerne museums | www.luzern.com/museums
KKL Luzern Culture and Convention Centre | www.kkl-luzern.ch
Grand Casino Luzern | www.grandcasinoluzern.ch

Shopping
Shopping guide | www.luzern.com/go-shopping
Markets in Lucerne | www.luzern.com/markets

Travelling to the region / getting around
Swiss International Air Lines | www.swiss.com
Swiss Federal Railways | www.sbb.ch
Swiss Travel System | www.swisstravelsystem.com
Tell-Pass | www.tellpass.ch
Europcar | www.europcar.ch
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